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Corporate Governance - Continuous
disclosure and the challenge for non-
executive directors when there is bad news
for shareholders...
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Directors of a listed company face an interesting human behaviour
challenge when it comes to compliance with continuous disclosure
rules under the NZX Listing Rules. The Rules contain continuous
disclosure obligations which require issuers to keep the market fully
informed, in a timely way, about material information relevant to the
rssuer.

Most listed companies have Board policies around continuous
disclosure, and it is normally a feature of the regular Board meeting
agenda.

The main challenge for the Board is that some big judgment calls
need to be made about when to disclose, what to disclose and how
to disclose.

But, arguably, the biggest challenge is the leap of faith every non-
executive director makes by placing reliance on senior executives to
inform the Board properly of matters potentially requiring disclosure
under the Listing Rules so they can set about obtaining advice on
what should be disclosed and make an informed decision.

I' Good news travels fast

Contemporary senior executive share and option schemes tend to
create an environment which will foster disclosure of the good news
in a timely way. Good news is more likely to be disclosed quickly
and fully because good news often enhances the share price.
Sometimes though, even the good news is slow to reach the market
through proper channels.

Bad news is slower

But what about the bad news? For example, unexpected financial
results.

Who is the "honest broker" who makes sure the Board of a listed
company is protected when there is negative information held by the
company which needs to be disclosed under the Listing Rules - the
bad news - which might lead to a decrease in the share price or a
negative broker or analyst report leading to a decline in the share
pnce.
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Who is the honest broker?

The "honest broker" relied upon by the Board is
typically the CEO or the Finance Director or both.
But is their judgment and clarity of thinking reliable
when there is bad news? Human behaviour being
what it is means some bad news may take a while
to come to the Board's attention- even with the
most assiduous executives involved.

While a Board needs to trust its senior executives
(othenruise they shouldn't be there), trust and
confidence are not necessarily enough when it
comes to continuous disclosure.

ln reality, it is the Board that needs to be the
"honest broker" for shareholders and market
participants.

That is the very role the Listing Rules and the law
have contemplated for the Boards of listed
companies. The Board is the guardian of an
informed market in the company's shares.

It pays to remember that the rules on continuous
disclosure have teeth. Breaches create serious
liability and reputation issues for directors, senior
managers and listed companies alike. But the
sanctions are not necessarily enough when the
cocktail of human behaviours is involved.

Who is looking after the directors' reputations?

As a director, I would want to be the author of my
own destiny when it comes to decisions on such
key issues.

ln other words, as a director, I would want to know
about a potential "bad news" issue as soon as it
arises. ln turn, I would wish to be presented with
management's written analysis of the potential
materiality of the issue and written legal advice
and/or input from the external accounting firm
(perhaps the lead audit partner or corporate finance
partner?) to consider. I might then want to discuss
the matter with the sub-committee of the Board
charged with dealing with such matters. I would
not be entirely comfortable delegating that
responsibility - effectively to senior management-
or worse still abdicating responsibility for it.

The problem is that the Board does effectively
delegate that responsibility in the absence of clear

protocols, decision-making processes
monitoring around material information.

and

Since every director is potentially equally affected
by a breach of the continuous disclosure rules, the
chairman ought to take the responsibility for
continuous disclosure quite seriously. As
chairman, I would want to be sure that all directors
(or at the very least the relevant Board sub-
committee) had an opportunity to offer their
perspective or even deliberate on a sensitive
matter.

If there is an area of corporate governance
where the collective wisdom of the Board (or a
sub-committee) might make a difference, this
would be one splendid example.

lrrespective of the decision taken on disclosure of a
sensitive issue, a good corporate secretary should
carefully document the reasons for a decision and
the advice taken, in case the issue becomes
contentious.

Documented compliance process essential

ln addition to getting senior executives'
assessments of the "bad news" issue, and external
legal, audit, accounting or broker advice, the Board
also needs to make sure it can show it has
compliance processes in place to identify, and
deliberate on, matters potentially requiring
disclosure to the market on a timely basis.

Such compliance processes should also document
what is to occur if senior management is briefing
analysts so that the spirit and intent of the
continuous disclosure rules are adhered to. This is
a very sensitive area (and potentially one where
management's incentives lead to risky activity).

Briefing analysts before the market is informed is a
big no-no. But how does the Board get comfort
that is not happening? ls there a script at analyst
briefings? Has it been approved by at least one
non-executive director? ls the company's legal
counsel or corporate secretary in attendance? Has
the materiality of the information in the script been
considered? Those are all possible risk
management measures for Boards to consider.

It is not always sufficient to consider continuous
disclosure at the regular Board meeting. Matters



potentially requiring disclosure can come up at any
time. One approach to this is to ensure the Chief
Executive provides a certificate on, say, a weekly
basis, to the Chairman and/or the members of the
applicable Board sub-committee. Such a certificate
would state that there are no potentially sensitive
issues requiring the Board or Board sub-
committee's consideration, or that there are indeed
such issues and outlining what they are. Where
there is an ongoing sensitive issue, management
and the Board might well need to review things
more frequently than weekly. Perhaps even daily.

For the protection of the Chief Executive, the
certificate would ideally be backed-up, behind the
scenes, by appropriate certificates from her or his
direct reports reflecting the fact that the''i objective is not to pin responsibility on the
Chief Executive but for the Board to take
responsibility for continuous disclosure
actively, measurably and meaningfully.

Are you confident?

ln a nutshell, if you are a director of a listed
company, you need to be confident that robust
processes ensure that the good news or bad news
is brought to the attention of the Board in a timely
way to help achieve compliance with continuous
disclosure rules.

Contact details

Given the personal risks for directors in this area it
is wise for Boards to require senior management to
follow a clear process to ensure the best outcomes
are achieved. lf the Board sub-committee dealing
with continuous disclosure is dominated by
directors with significant shareholdings, the
independent directors without shares (or at least
without a material holding) might need to be
appointed to the relevant sub-committee instead.

Speakman Law is able to assist directors with
these and other governance challenges...
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